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基于 ordered region growing (ORG)算法的双阈值区域生长算法对去噪后的医
学图像进行血管分割。以肝脏 CT 图像为例进行了实验，首先使用改进的































    Abstract 
With the rapid development of information technology and unceasing 
enhancement of computer application level, the medical imaging technology 
is also in rapid development, people can get lots of medical image with 
high resolution, and we need extracted information we wanted from these 
medical image. However, medical images are blurred, uneven, and it has 
individual differences, complicated features. It’s difficult for 
doctors to get enough useful information from these images, and the 
doctor's treatment level is affected. In surgery, vessels can be used to 
locate the damage parts, vascular 3d segmentation plays an extremely 
important role in many practical applications, such as vascular disease 
diagnosis, surgical planning, operation guidance, and so on. 
Due to the vascular image inevitably influenced by noise, this paper 
studies some denoising methods appeared at home and abroad. In the light 
of the shortcoming that NeighShrink wavelet denoising methods don’t 
fully considers the importance of wavelet coefficients currently dealed 
with in denoising, this paper proposes an improved NeighShrink wavelet 
denoising method, and the experiment proved that the improved method has 
good denoising effect. Then, this paper puts forward a dual-threshold 
region growing algorithm based on region ordered growing(ORG) algorithm, 
and use it perform vascular segmentation on the denoised medical image. 
With liver CT image as an example, we use improved NeighShrink wavelet 
denoising method to perform sequence image denoising on it at first, and 
then we segment the 3d vessel from liver CT image by the double threshold 
region growing algorithm  based on ORG algorithm and the traditional 
single threshold region growing algorithm respectively .And experiments 















effect than the traditional single threshold region growing  algorithm. 
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如计算机断层成像((CT: Computed Tomography)，核磁共振成像(MRI: Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging)，超声成像(US: Ultrasonic Imaging) 正电子放射层析成
像 (PET：Positron Emission Tomography)、单光子辐射断层摄像(SPECT：Single 
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